Subject: Ohlone's Return to Campus/Work after Travel

I hope you are thinking of taking some time off to enjoy family and friends near and far. If your vacation causes you to travel domestically or internationally, you will want to review and/or be aware of the CDC travel guidelines and restrictions. The guidelines are updated frequently as conditions change.

CDC Domestic Travel guidelines

CDC International Travel

In addition, the CDC guidelines has implications for vaccinated and unvaccinated travelers. Those restrictions/requirements affect your planned date to return to work on campus. The Travel policy below provides information that basically mirrors the CDC guidelines and clarifies how that process will affect your actual return to work on campus date. This policy is temporary and will also be updated as conditions and recommendations change. If the policy is applicable to you, please check for updates as needed.
https://www.ohlone.edu/return-to-campus

This is a good time for you to take a moment and upload your proof of vaccination at this secure link. The information will be managed by the Human Resources department:
https://ohlone.sharefile.com/r-raad80ddd4d164630b85cd34b4675aea8

Please reach out to me if you have questions or need help determining how the policy will apply to your specific situation.

Hope you are enjoying the summer!

Shairon Zingsheim
Vice President, Human Resources and Training